Transfer of simple task learning is different in approach and withdrawal contexts
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Abstract

Academic achievement, subjective well-being, and effectiveness of training are known to be dependent on motivation. Correspondingly, the utilization of prior knowledge for learning is shown to differ in approach / withdrawal contexts for complex tasks and educational settings. How can this be explained on the level of psychological structures? We assume that approach and withdrawal behaviors are supported by distinct asymmetric domains of individual experience. Hence, we proposed that the transfer-motivation relationship is also valid for simple task learning. Two word discrimination tasks were performed by 58 schoolchildren either to get “reward” or to avoid “punishment” with points. We show that the difference of transfer effect between approach and withdrawal motivational contexts is evident for simple tasks. The implications of these results for an instructional context and normative evaluation are discussed.
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1. Introduction

It is well-developed in education-relevant approaches to learning, that prior experience contributes to ongoing learning (Immordino-Yang, 2007; Posner et al., 1982; Regehr & Norman, 1996; Semb & Ellis, 1994; Uljens, 1997). Moreover, according to several views in psychology and neuroscience, it is impossible to learn without transfer of previously formed memories (Alexandrov, 2006; Haskell, 2001; Shvyrkov, 1986). There is evidence that the basement of the assembly of memories is a structure of motivation (Shvyrkov, 1986) with the principal dichotomy of approach and withdrawal domains of memory (see in Alexandrov, 1999; Alexandrov & Sams, 2005). We employ this framework to study the learning process in two well-established memory domains – those of approach and
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withdrawal (Alexopoulos & Ric, 2007; Cacioppo & Gardner, 1994; Hansell, 1989; Schneirla, 1959), and hypothesize that learning is influenced by what domain of individual experience becomes a basis for emergence of a new experience.

There is evidence for correspondence between negative affect and withdrawal, as well as for positive affect and approach (Cacioppo & Gardner, 1994; Czajak & Cipora, 2012; Damasio, 2000; Davidson et al., 1990; Hansell, 1989). “Positive” and “negative” contexts are considered divergent with respect to complexity, cognitive load, differentiation etc. (Alexandrov, 1999; Claeyts & Timmers, 1993; Damasio, 1994; Lewica, 1988; Ohira et al., 1998; Peeters & Czapinski, 1990; Robinson-Riegler & Winton, 1996; Schwarz, 1990). Consequently, the two domains are not symmetric. The “negative” (withdrawal) domain of experience is argued to contain more elements (i.e. units of individual experience), than the “positive” (approach) domain (Alexandrov & Sams, 2005; Alexandrov et al., 2007).

Performance goals of approach and withdrawal are among the most influential dispositions that produce divergent processes and outcomes (Elliot & Church, 1997; Harackiewicz et al., 2002). They differ as a function of valence (Elliot, 1999). It has been shown that subjects with diverse goal orientations have different rates of performance improvement (Yeo et al., 2008) and transfer of learning (see Dweck, 1986).

As proposed earlier (Elliot, 1999; Pintrich et al., 1993), one of the sources of students’ motivation is environmental emphases. Indeed, an educational setting represents a strong motivational context that may depend on teachers’ evaluation strategy. Experimental demonstration of the valence dimension within the performance goal concept (Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1996) has utilized success- and failure-oriented instructions to perform the same task. It was shown that the performance differed in relation to the valence (achievement or avoidance) specified in the instruction. Accordingly, the positive or negative incentive value of the same stimulus has an impact on performance measures (Alexandrov et al., 2007; Derryberry, 1993). In sum, performance is displayed in contrasting behavioral parameters when revealed in positive or negative achievement contexts.

It was suggested earlier that motivational processes affect learning and transfer (Dweck, 1986; Ellis, 1965; Pintrich et al., 1993), and that transfer of learning implies emotion (Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 2007). However, the scope of the experimental evidence was limited to the acquisition of knowledge or complex interpersonal skills (reviewed in Helfenstein, 2005). A general approach to learning, developed by us (Alexandrov, 2006, 2008), predicts that motivation and emotions have a strong impact even on the learning of relatively simple tasks.

There is evidence that transfer of skills is similar in aversive and rewarding conditions (Prather et al., 1972). However, in this particular study the motivational context of the first and the second tasks differed. Moreover, the study was aimed at investigation of stress resistance in students of the Air Force Academy. Therefore, the ‘rewarding’ (verbal reward) and ‘aversive’ (60-volt electric shock) conditions were not of symmetrical value, and both could actually be withdrawal-oriented. To our knowledge, we present the first attempt to contrast approach and withdrawal contexts via transfer of learning within a simple visual-discrimination setup that requires skill acquisition.

The research questions behind this study are the following. Is there a difference of transfer effect between approach and withdrawal contexts in the learning of simple tasks? If there is, which of the motivations is more beneficial for utilization of prior experience in learning of a new similar task? Predictions concerning our specific setup and performance measures are based on the idea of dissimilar complexity of approach and withdrawal domains of experience. Since the approach domain is proposed to be less discriminative, we expected less evident negative transfer in the approach context.

Transfer of learning represents largely the core of the educational purpose itself, as an instrument and a goal of education (Perkins, Salomon, 1994; but see Posner et al., 1982 for an opposite view). Unfortunately, positive transfer does not always take place where it is expected without intentional teaching for transfer (Anderson et al., 1996; Chambers, 1987; Salomon, Perkins, 1988; Haskell, 2001). Failure to transfer cannot be fully explained without motivational factors (Pintrich et al., 1993). Therefore, investigation of the factors of transfer effect and analysis of the processes that underlie the relationship between motivation and transfer remain important issues in the search for correspondence between teaching and learning.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants.

The participants were 58 students (37 boys and 21 girls) from the 5th and 6th grade of the Teacher Training School of Oulu, Finland (age M = 11.69, SD = 0.6). Written consent was received from the parent(s) of each participant. The participants were informed that they were going to carry out game-like tasks on a computer to receive a prize that depends on speed and accuracy. (After the completion of the experiment they were rewarded equally.) All participants reported normal or corrected to normal vision, and good health.

2.2. Tasks.

A “Number of letters” task (Task N) was to define if there were four or five letters in a presented word, and to press correspondingly “g” or “h” button on the keyboard as quickly as possible. The “Font-size” task (Task S) was to define if the font size of a presented word was “big” or “small”, and to press “g” or “h” button correspondingly. In Task N all words were either 4 or 5 letters long, and of the same size (font-size 30). In Task S, the words were also either 4 or 5 letters long, and either “big” (font-size 34) or “small” (font-size 26).

The list of words was randomized once, and the resulting order was the same for all participants. The font-size of the words in Task S was randomized online in each session. Therefore, Task N included variation of one parameter – number of letters; Task S included variation of two parameters – number of letters and font-size. Hence, Task N can be described as univalent and Task S as bivalent (Rogers & Monsell, 1995), i.e. they were of different complexity. Presentation of the univalent task before the bivalent one was expected to reveal positive transfer. The opposite order was expected to reveal negative transfer.

2.3. Procedure.

All participants were asked to sit comfortably in front of the computer monitor. The distance between the eyes and the screen was approximately 60 cm. Sufficient visual angle did not exceed 3.5 degrees. All instructions were presented aurally, accompanied by briefings on the screen.

The approach and withdrawal contexts were shaped by the rule specified in the instructions. The goal of both tasks was to earn as many points as possible. In the approach context, it was specified that a participant had zero points at the start; points were given for correct answers with no penalty for errors. In the withdrawal context, the participants were told that they had maximum points at the start; they lost points after each error, and there was no way to earn more. The context was assigned randomly once, and was kept the same for all tasks of a given participant.

The two tasks were performed individually on a standard computer. Participants were asked to hold the space bar with the index finger of their dominant hand at all time, except when pushing the response key with the same finger. This skill of using the keyboard required a separate block of trials before the discrimination task onset. It had subjects push any button after word presentation (“keyboard skill” block). A one-second intertrial interval (ITI) was introduced at pressing the space bar following the response button release. A brief (appr. 40 ms) presentation of a word, pressing of the response button, pressing (and holding) the space bar, and the ITI constituted one trial.

Time from word onset to pressing the response button (RT) and the accuracy of the participants’ performance were recorded in each trial and subjected to further analysis as independent variables (error rate and RT). RT is often reported to be more sensitive to a learning-dependent state of memories (Anderson, 1981; Kubesch et al., 2009; Osgood, 1948). Thus, RT was expected to reveal the transfer effect, and the error rate was intended to compare the difficulty of the tasks.

Each task consisted of two blocks: practice and test. Only in the test block of each task were the points counted, i.e. the approach or withdrawal contexts were introduced. No feedback concerning the current score was provided during the task.

In total, five blocks were performed by each participant: “keyboard skill” (28 trials), practice of the first task (14), test of the first task (60), practice of the second task (14), test of the second task (60) – 176 trials in total. A short break for evaluation and the new instructions were given before each of these blocks.
2.4. Materials.

The words were 176 Finnish nouns or adjectives, 4 or 5 letters long, presented in Times font, upper-case, white on black background. All words were of general use and familiar to the participants. The list was created by Finnish school-teachers and pedagogical experts from the University of Oulu, taking into account 5-graders’ vocabulary and local specificity.

The word presentation and data recording were controlled by “Show” software (in-lab made by S.A. Smirnov and A.K. Krylov). Two computers, equipped with 60 Hz 15-in. color monitors at 640x480 resolution, were used in two regular school classrooms.

2.5. Experimental design and analysis.

We randomly assigned each participant to one of four groups to manipulate two contexts (approach / withdrawal) and two orders of the tasks (Task N – Task S / Task S – Task N). The were 13-17 participants in each group.

We presented two tasks of presumably different difficulty, but both required very simple discrimination. Hence, data from the practice blocks was used to estimate the difficulty of tasks, because the error rates were expected to achieve floor levels in the test blocks. For the same reason, we expected error rates to be similar for Task N and Task S. For this purpose, the error rate was computed for each subject as a frequency of wrong answers in practice blocks and in test blocks.

By the end of the practice blocks, the performance measures achieved levels that were relatively stable throughout the test blocks (see Fig. 2 for median RT in each trial). Therefore, the median of RTs in correct trials and the error rate were computed for each subject through the whole test block. The first two trials were removed from analysis.

Simple crossover design was employed to assess the transfer effect (Ellis, 1965; Tallet et al., 2010; see Krauth, 2000, p. 96). We presented the two tasks in different order for different groups of subjects. If the distribution of RT medians in the same task differed significantly between these groups, we concluded that there was transfer effect. For example, Group 1 performed Task N first, and then Task S. Group 2 had the opposite order: Task S – Task N. If the RTs in Task S of Group 2 exceed the RTs in Task S of Group 1, we concluded that mastery of Task N is beneficial for mastery of Task S, i.e. there is positive transfer effect.

Error rates and RT medians of the test blocks were subjected to comparisons with nonparametric tests. That is, we assessed the presence of the transfer effect in each of the four groups with different order of tasks (N-S or S-N) and valence of context (approach or withdrawal).

The number of participants served as an amount of observations, and a significance level of .05 was adopted in all analyses.
3. Results

3.1. Error rate.

Comparison of the error rates of the practice blocks between Task N and Task S revealed significant difference with no relation to either the order of tasks or motivational context (Wilcoxon’s T < 87; p < .05). The Task N is characterized by a steeper learning curve, and the error rates remain significantly different during several trials of the practice blocks (Fisher’s exact test, Fig. 1). Furthermore, error rate differences between practice and test blocks reached significance level in Task S (Wilcoxon’s T; p < .05), but not in Task N. Thus, initial mastery of bivalent Task S revealed relatively higher error rates than that of the univalent Task N, which is an indicator of their divergent difficulty. Greater difficulty of Task S was also reported by the majority of the subjects.

Comparison of the error rate between the test blocks of Task N and Task S revealed no significant differences (Mann-Whitney U, p > .20). These comparisons were made separately for each motivational context and order of tasks. That is, by the onset of the test blocks, the two tasks were performed with similar error rates. Accordingly, we have found neither positive, nor negative transfer effect with this performance measure.

3.2. RT.

No significant differences of the RT medians were revealed in test blocks of the first Task N or the first Task S between groups with different contexts (Kruskal-Wallis H, p > .10). That is, mastery of the first Task N, as well as the first Task S was accompanied by RT values that had no relation to motivational context. The effect of these variables was evident only upon carryover after switch to the second task.
Analysis of RT medians revealed both positive and negative transfer. Negative transfer effect was evident only in the Task S – Task N order, that is, when the bivalent task was followed by the univalent task. RT in Task N preceded by Task S significantly exceeded that when Task N went first. This was true in the withdrawal context only (U = 40.0, p = .013). A negative transfer effect was not revealed in the approach context (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 A, B).

Positive transfer effect was evident only in the Task N – Task S order, that is, when the univalent task was followed by the bivalent task. RT in Task S was significantly lower if it was preceded by Task N, than in the case where Task S was presented first. This was true in both approach (Mann-Whitney U = 60.5; p = .019) and withdrawal (U = 34.0; p = .006) contexts (Fig. 3 C, D).

4. Discussion

In the present study, approach and withdrawal contexts of learning were contrasted via assessment of the transfer effect between simple tasks. The direction of transfer was guided by manipulating the sequence of similar tasks (for similar design and results, see Tallet et al., 2010). It was found that the occurrence of transfer is related to the valence of motivational instruction.

Mastery of the tasks employed in this setup included both using the keyboard and visual discrimination. In view of the difficulty of the tasks, our results resemble those on acquisition of skills. The error rates in the practice blocks of Task S exceeded those of Task N, as well as those of the test session of Task S. In a simpler Task N the difference of error rates between practice and test blocks did not achieve significance. This is in correspondence with movement sequence learning data in that the mastery of simpler task did not reveal an error rate decline, because the initial level of this measure was low; for a harder task, this drop was significant due to the high error rate at the start of task execution (Müller et al., 2002).

The difficulty of the tasks is considered a factor of transfer effect (Postman, 1971). Here we used this variable to induce positive and negative transfer effects. One of the ways to vary difficulty is to change the number of dimensions, included in the stimuli (e.g. Rogers & Monsell, 1995). We presented one univalent and one bivalent task to each subject, varying the order of tasks for different groups. In the univalent task (Task N), only the number of letters was varied in the presented words, and it was the only dimension necessary for correct performance. In the bivalent task (Task S), the words varied in two dimensions – font-size and number of letters – one of them being useless. Moreover, Task N could be completely clear before its onset, because the number of letters is an obvious parameter; whereas in Task S the font-size could not be presumed in advance – it had to be fully acquired after task onset. Therefore, the shift of task difficulty from harder Task S to more simple Task N has lead to negative transfer effect. Accordingly, the opposite order had resulted in a positive transfer effect.

The transfer effect can be assessed with learning curves (Lewis & Shephard, 1951). Besides, the shape of the learning curves is related to performance goals (Yeo et al., 2008). In our study, we have not revealed any differences between approach and withdrawal contexts through comparison of error rates. Presumably, this result reflects the ease of the tasks and may be due to the floor effect. Therefore, RT analysis was our main concern, as it appears to be a more informative measure in similar setups (Anderson, 1981; Kubesch et al., 2009; Osgood, 1948).

No transfer effect was found between the approach and withdrawal contexts in practice sessions. Apparently, this is due to the high variation of measurements. However, the difference was found for test blocks, where the performance measures were relatively stable. Notably, the context-related transfer effect was not transient, it remained stable until the end of the test block (Fig. 2).

There is multiple evidence that outwardly similar behavioral acts providing different goals have different brain bases (see Alexandrov, 2008 for review). Discrimination of the two domains of individual experience (see Introduction) implies that identical behaviors, one aimed at success and another – at avoidance of failure, correspond to emotions of different valence (Hansell, 1989; Alexopoulos & Ric, 2007; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008). There is growing evidence that they are accompanied by distinct neuronal processes (Alexandrov et al., 2007; Davidson et al., 1990; Gray, 1990; O’Doherty et al., 2001; Perlstein et al., 2002; Rolls et al., 2003; Seymour et al., 2007; Viinikainen et al., 2009; but see Matsumoto & Hikosaka, 2009). Therefore, there is a ground in the neuroscience to propose that the new units of experience emerge within the existing structure based on the motivational dichotomy.

Interference effect has been used as evidence for memory domains (e.g. Cocchini et al., 2002). We employed the transfer effect as an indicator of systemic processes within the approach and withdrawal domains. In general, our
main result – simple-task transfer asymmetry in withdrawal and approach contexts – is in correspondence with the united concept of emotions and consciousness (Alexandrov, 1999; Alexandrov & Sams, 2005) in that the approach and withdrawal memory domains provide different organism-environment interactions.

We have revealed qualitatively similar positive transfer effects in both approach and withdrawal contexts. The motivational context modified the negative transfer effect only. We explain this by the important difference of accommodative reconsolidation processes (Alexandrov et al., 2001; see Introduction) concomitant with positive and negative transfer. When the tasks were presented with increasing difficulty, every parameter of words that was introduced was the one the subject had to exercise. In this case, no exclusive (inhibitory) relations between systems were required. Consequently, both approach and withdrawal domains served as equally good bases for new learning. Given the opposite order of the tasks, a formerly excessive parameter became critical. In this case, accommodative reconsolidation involved more radical modifications of prior experience, because it could not fully support new learning. Thus, a bigger withdrawal domain served the same learning with longer RTs for as long as 60 trials of the test sessions. The stable context-dependent transfer effect, shown in Fig. 2, may therefore reflect on-going accommodative reconsolidation processes.

Detrimental response latency does not necessarily signify deficit of encoding (Anderson, 1981). Moreover, as in the contextual interference paradigm, movement time decline may result in subsequent performance improvement (e.g. Cross et al., 2007). Therefore, no practical suggestions can be derived straight from our experimental data. Nevertheless, we believe that further applied research in educational psychology – especially in the domains of perceptual learning and acquisition of skills – would be encouraged by the following speculation. Our finding suggests that the extent of transfer may depend on the incentive context of the normative evaluation. That is, the use prior experience during learning is related to the achievement goal immersed into the instructional context – whether the evaluative statements serve as a signal for approval or disapproval. This result highlights the salience of motivational context for the proactive effect of learning: emphasizing success as an object of assessment is a more fruitful strategy for transfer-oriented teaching than to mark failures, at least in the cultural context of the given sample.

5. Conclusion

Motivational context – approach or withdrawal is a predictor of the learning transfer even in simple-task settings. We based our predictions on the proposition that approach and withdrawal behaviors are associated with positive and negative emotions, correspondingly, and are provided by two different domains of individual experience. The withdrawal domain provides superior differentiation (“resolution”) of organism-environment interaction compared to the approach domain. Consequently, the negative transfer effect in the withdrawal context exceeds that in the approach context.

Transfer of learning is a basic instrument and principal ambition of education. Positive motivational context of learning may be one of the principles in teaching for transfer.
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